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INTRODUCTION
Race remains a dividing line in college opportunity.
More than half of young white adults hold at least a
two-year college degree, but only about a third of
young Black and Latino adults do.1 Native Americans
and some Asian populations are also less likely to
hold college degrees.
Stark racial disparities in college completion result
in part from the fact that underfunded colleges with
lower graduation rates disproportionately enroll
underrepresented students of color. Half of these
students enroll at community colleges, which receive
less than $9,000 in state and tuition revenue per
student and collectively have a graduation rate of
25 percent. A quarter of underrepresented students
of color enroll at public doctoral institutions, which
receive over $22,000 in state and tuition revenue and
graduate two-thirds of their students.2
With evidence mounting that resources matter for
student success, these funding disparities contribute
to large gaps in college completion. After presenting
new information on the problem, this issue brief
recommends steps state and federal policymakers
should take to close inequities in college funding.

STUDENTS OF COLOR DISPROPORTIONATELY
ATTEND UNDERFUNDED PUBLIC COLLEGES
For decades, declining state funding for higher
education has driven up tuition and student debt
and cut the classes and services students need
to graduate.3 Because the remaining funding is
distributed inequitably, underrepresented students
of color bear the brunt of these cuts. Public colleges
with the fewest resources are serving the most
vulnerable students, driving persistent gaps in
educational attainment by race and income.4
Selective public colleges serving more affluent
students both receive higher per-student funding
and have a greater ability to collect tuition, including
by recruiting out-of-state students.5 In contrast,
community colleges and regional universities – which
are less selective or open access – both receive less
state funding and charge lower tuition.6
The result: public colleges serving lower shares
of underrepresented students of color have the
most resources to spend per student.7 As shown
on the following page, Doctoral Universities
receive the most from both tuition and state
appropriations, but only a quarter of their enrollment
is underrepresented students of color (who, for
the purposes of this report, include Black, Latino,
American Indian/Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian
and other Pacific Island students). This category of
schools includes many well-known universities like
the University of Michigan and the University of
Virginia.

Public Associate’s Colleges (community colleges)
receive the lowest revenue per student but serve
a much higher share underrepresented students
of color (38%).8 Public colleges that offer BA and
MA degrees but no doctoral degrees also serve a
higher share of underrepresented students of color
than public doctoral universities (37% and 29%,
respectively), with less revenue per student.

Yet despite these and other legitimate reasons
for some differences in revenue levels across
institutions, research focusing on overall college
spending on instruction and student services,
and on which students are impacted the most,
underscores an alarming reality.
Georgetown University’s Center for Education and
the Workforce found that selective public colleges

Per Student Revenue and Enrollment of Underrepresented Students of Color
at Public Colleges, by Carnegie Classification9

States allocate funds to public colleges to support
a range of goals, and some of the variation in
funding levels by type of college are attributable to
differences in their sizes and missions. For example,
differences in resources available may stem from
whether a school serves 5,000 or 30,000 students;
whether its faculty perform both teaching and
research duties or focus primarily on teaching; and
the size, age and location of facilities. And while
student revenue data are unable to isolate resources
dedicated to undergraduate students specifically,
the mix of programs can play a role in differential
revenue by college type.
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in many states spend nearly three times as much
per student each year than their open access
counterparts, and that the overall spending gap
between selective and open access colleges across
the country has actually grown over time.10 Another
analysis from the Center for American Progress
estimates that, in one year, the United States spends
$5 billion less educating students of color at public
colleges than their white peers.11 And after years
of careful study, the Century Foundation Working
Group on Community College Financial Resource
concluded that policymakers “systematically
shortchange community colleges financially, giving
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two-year institutions the fewest resources to educate
those students who tend to have the greatest
needs.”12
Affordability remains a challenge, even at colleges
with relatively lower tuition costs. The full cost
of college includes books, supplies, and living
expenses, costs which are similar at all colleges.
Many students are low-income working adults who
face instable jobs, family demands, and emergency
expenses.13 In California, for example, students
attending community colleges receive far less state
financial aid than their peers at four-year colleges,
which means that attending a community college
in California is more expensive than attending a
UC, despite their low or even no tuition charges.14
The costs of attendance matters for student
success: A long line of research concludes that each
additional $1,000 in cost reduces enrollment by 3
to 5 percentage points and also impacts student
completion and success.15

Colleges cannot spend resources
they do not have, and schools with
the least resources and lowest
rates of success for undergraduate
students disproportionately serve
underrepresented students of color.
Yet colleges cannot spend resources they do not
have, and schools with the least resources and
lowest rates of success for undergraduate students
disproportionately serve underrepresented students
of color. Fully half of these undergraduates attend
associate’s colleges, where the average graduation
rate is just 25 percent. At the same time, about
a quarter of undergraduate underrepresented
students of color attend Doctoral Universities where
the graduation rate is 65 percent.

Graduation Rates and Student Enrollment, by Carnegie Classification19

Spending on students is directly related to student
success, with more spending leading to higher rates
of degree completion.16 A recent summary of the
evidence by two prominent economists who chaired
the Council of Economic Advisers for a Democratic
and a Republican president, respectively, concluded
that additional investments in student support can
substantially improve student graduation rates.17
The evaluation of City University of New York’s
Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP) is
a compelling example of how connected, increased
investments in advising, and instruction, and
financial aid can significantly improve graduation
rates.18

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO PROMOTE
EQUITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Better Data Will Facilitate Tracking and Assessing
State Equity Gaps in College Funding
Inequitable funding of public colleges within states
fuels the education attainment gaps by income and
race that states are eager to close. Yet these trends
remain largely hidden and not well understood.
Better data and the ability to track changes over
time are necessary first steps to more effectively
closing equity gaps.
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Congress should require states to annually analyze
spending and attainment patterns for students of
color and other disadvantaged students. Where any
economic or racial disparities are uncovered, states
should be required to provide a plan for addressing
them, subject to approval by the Secretary.
States Can Start Now to Better Target State Funds
Based on Need
In addition to direct funds to institutions, financial
aid spending can also exacerbate attainment
inequities. More than half of underrepresented
students of color come from families earning less
than $30,000 a year.20 To pay for college without
loans, these students would have to dedicate half
their income to pay to attend a community college
even after receiving grant aid. An average public
university would take 77 percent of their income.21
States could immediately better support students,
increase attainment, and close equity gaps in
post-college outcomes by allocating all available
student grant aid based on financial need. While
need-based state grant aid is one key to reducing
students’ need to borrow, in 2016-17, 24 percent
of state grant aid dollars were allocated to
undergraduate students without regard to their
financial circumstances.22

Congress should take steps to leverage new
investments in higher education to ensure that
states maintain and increase their own investment
in public colleges, with a particular focus on
maintaining or lowering the net price of public
college for low- and moderate-income students.
By increasing affordability at the colleges where
most students enroll, including 78 percent of
underrepresented students of color, a well-designed
and adequately funded federal-state partnership
could reduce inequities in college access and
success.
To accomplish this, any new federalstate relationship must pursue four key goals:
1. Provide adequate, stable federal funding to states
to help them weather economic cycles without
steep cuts to education funding.
2. Require that states maintain or increase their own
investment.
3. Require that states assess and address funding
inequities for colleges serving large numbers of lowincome students and students of color.
4. Promote the development of statewide,
longitudinal data to inform policy decisions.

A New Federal State Partnership Is Necessary to
Increase Affordability, Attainment, and Equity

CONCLUSION

All public colleges have been affected by the
downward spiral of state support. Even as state
revenues have rebounded following the Great
Recession, average state funding per student at
public institutions remains about $1,000 below its
pre-recession level.23 Recognizing the importance
of this trend in driving increasing public colleges
costs, recent proposals from policymakers and
advocates to make public college more affordable
or even debt-free have been built around a new
federal investment in higher education that would
require states to maintain or increase their own
investment.24

Underrepresented students of color are more
likely to enroll in underfunded public colleges
than other public institutions, where they are less
likely to graduate. State and federal policymakers
need to recognize these systemic barriers to equal
opportunity and immediately act to address the
inequitable funding of America’s public colleges
and universities.
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